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mickey, who is enamoured with the idea of being a celebrity, uses his skills to that of breaking into top financial institutions like banks and banks and extorts money from the thieves in the process. as the story unfolds, we are introduced to top criminal characters like a gang of bank thieves and cyber-crooks. but the difference is that these cyber crooks, although foul
mouthed, are not villains as long as their actions dont affect anyone. delhi belly had catty contestants; the hackers in this film are quite cosy. the filmmakers have been slick in the narrative: the first half of the film is presented as a documentary and at times really becomes one. it has bits of exposition, but the way it is woven into the narrative is neat. it is entertaining;

mickey virus is a comedy, but it has a serious core. the secondary plot is that of the hackers, who are into petty crimes like stealing credit card information from people and hacking into the accounts of multinational corporations. the rest of the film takes place in a world where they steal and extort money. the only law is to bring each other down. mickey also takes delight in
acting in his own film, in the process ensuring the theft continues with each passing day. the film has a few too many of these, but still, its a rewarding experience. as usual, he has a fine supporting cast, including rohan shah and arjun mathur. rohan is funny as someone who is a con man more than a hacker. arjun has a bit more of a dancing role, with an opening scene that

sticks around. mickey virus has some laughs and it is certainly one with a catchy soundtrack. mickey is a comedy and yes, there are a lot of high-spirited moments, but there is also a sense of real pathos and sincerity.
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mickey is determined to get the cops to release kamayani, but the head cop, venkatraman (anupam kher) takes a different stance. he believes that the gangsters who have been blackmailing mickey will come looking for their money. they may also come to the cops, but they will come to him first. from there, the cops can use their experience to nail the gangsters. as mickey
is being chased, we also see the idea of a self-help guru for the common man. he will sell an expensive course to the cops so that they can learn about the gangsters. in the end, the cops nab the gangsters, but all of them, in their typical delhi police style, kill each other. varma doesnt do justice to the idea of the self-help guru. download mickey virus (2013) full movie 480p,
720p ~ vegamovies.nl movie info: movie-plot: screenshots: (must see before downloading) download mickey virus (2013) hindi 480p [300mb] download mickey virus (2013) hindi 720p [1gb] winding up download mickey virus (2013) hdrip hindi full movie in 480p & 720p with high speed google drive link. this movie is based on comedy, thriller. its a case of mistaken identity
and since the culprits are foreign, the cops have to rely on the computer expert. but the cops have some old tricks up their sleeves, as mickey is about to find out. while the script is entertaining and the story is a breeze to digest, the scriptwriter has not let the actors breathe enough. the intense bharat bhatt plays against a low-budget with a jovial vigor. but for the first few
minutes, his character of an it minister/specialist is pretty much a snooze. its this clichéd image that the b-grade varma is trying to shake off. it doesnt help that his background score is generic, turning the film into a cheap and generic affair. and since he doesnt know the ropes, we cant blame him for this. but for the first 10 minutes, it seems as though varma has brought

out a good movie, but then he forgets what made the original mickey virus special. so our simple hackers comedy is sucked into a film that isnt necessarily a bad movie, but is a missed opportunity. however, despite the lack of focus, varma proves that with a good budget and a talented cast, an average director can make a great movie. 5ec8ef588b
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